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1. INTRODUCTION 
Investigating the representation theory and harmonic analysis of a real 
reductive Lie group, one is often led to analysis of the ~rjnc~~~l series 
representations. For this reason, a detailed understanding of the structure 
and properties of the principal series is desirable. As a first step, usi 
Vegan’s work on the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures (which are publish 
theorems in the case of regular integral infinitesimaE character [23]), there 
exists an algorithm to compute the irreducible composition factors of any 
principal series representation. However, the actual pattern in which these 
factors lace together into Jordan-Holder filtrations i unknown.’ In this 
r, we are interested in describing the irreducible s~bmod~~es 
series representations. Equivalently, we are interested in corn 
the embeddings of an irreducible admissible representation i to prmcrpat 
series representations, or more generally, the extensions between a given 
irreducible representation a d the principal series. Our main results o
new information, beyond that provided by the theory sf asymptotics (i.e.? 
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Harish-Chandra’s theory of the constant term), and provide a lower 
estimate on the embeddings (.or extensions) ofan irreducible representation 
into (or with) principal series representations; thislower estimate is conjec- 
tured to capture all embeddings (or extensions). Our techniques depend 
upon relating the complex geometry associated toHarish-Chandra module 
theory with the corresponding geometry for Verma module theory. This 
relationship sencapsulated through a collection f computable com- 
binatorially defined polynomials d,, v; here, X indexes an irreducible 
Harish-Chandra module and y indexes a Verma module. The intertwining 
polynomials d, ,, are defined through complicated dependence relations 
which relate the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for Harish-Chandra 
modules and Verma modules, hence the “intertwining terminology.” The 
above lower bounds on embeddings (or extensions) are expressible in terms 
of classical Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and the intertwining 
polynomials. Equivalently, theresults herein are aimed at computing cer- 
tain nilpotent cohomology groups of the irreducible admissible r presen- 
tations. In this light, our work may be viewed as a natural analog to the 
fact hat the classical Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials compute the nilpotent 
cohomology of an irreducible highest weight module. 
To precisely describe our results, we will need a bit of notation. Inpar- 
ticular, we fix an Iwasawa decomposition GR= KAN, of a connected 
semisimple real matrix group, a minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN,, 
corresponding complexified Lie algebras g, f, a, n,,, p, m, a Cartan 
involution 8 (attached to K) and a maximally split O-stable Cartan sub- 
group H = TA, where T = H n K. We choose an hvasawa Bore1 subalgebra 
b = h@n~ p, where n = (m n n)@n,, and let n =0(n). Fix a finite 
dimensional representation F of 6,. Throughout the sequel, we will always 
be interested inrepresentations having the same infinitesimal character as F. 
By &VF (resp. category Crr;) we will denote the category of all 
Harish-Chandra modules (resp. finitely generated b-finite U(g)-modules) 
with the same infinitesimal character as F. 
From our viewpoint, the extension problem is best reformulated as
follows: 
(1.1) PROBLEM. Given an irreducible Harish-Chandra module X, with 
regular integral infinitesimal character, compute the H-module structure of 
Hdn-, W. 
This reformulation is a natural generalization of the Frobenius reciprocity 
theorem [9], which tells us that zero n- -homology controls the embed- 
dings of X into principal series representations. I  view of our regularity 
condition, the n--homology groups will be semisimple H-modules. For the 
purposes of this paper, we will focus upon the b-module structure of 
n -homology; whenever G has connected Cartan subgroups (such as a 
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complex group or a real rank one group, other than SL,iR), this is no loss 
of generality. Our main results aim toward an algorithmic description f
H,( tt-, A’), via the intertwining polynomials d,., I’ mentioned above. 
One of the earliest a tempts toward (l.l), .due to Casselman 192. 
proceeds through a connection between the asymptotic behavior of Ima.trix 
coefficients of X and the h-weights of n--homology. This approach suthces 
to detect certain extremal weights of n-homology, the so-called irrr&~g 
exponents, which always contribute ofio(n-, X); in particular, this tact 
shows that zero homology is non-trival nd leads directiy toCasselman’s 
ntbrepreseniarion rheorem. To proceed further: one approach to (1.; )
depends upon the philosophy of transference to r”“. 
introduce the Jacquet f~mcror J: XgF + Pk, 
J(M) = n-locally nilpotent vectors in (M- )*, ME dL:CCF, rJ 7, i--i 
where o (resp. *) f reers to the admissible (resp. full) algebraic dul. The 
Jacquet modules J(M) have been studied by severai people. from varisi;s 
points of view [3, 17, 21, 261. From these references, we recall the foih~w-~ 
ing well-known result. 
In view of this theorem, one can approach (I.1 )through the equivaien: 
computation of @(n. J(X)). For example, whenever J(X) is irreducible in 
CL-? the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures compute the n-cohomology groups 
of J(X), in terms of the classical KazhdanLusztig polynomials. Unfor- 
tunately, this approach will rarely succeed, due to the resuits in[lo]; for 
example, for complex GR, J(X) is irreducible ifand only if X= 17 
Otherwise put, (1.1) is equivalent to computing the n-cohomoiogy of 8 
highly reducible object in 0’. This offers one reason for the ditG.xlty of 
(1.1) and further explains the abandonment of this approach to the 
problem; after all, (1.3) has been around since the mid 197Os, whereas the 
Kazhdan-Eusztig program has been in existence atbest half of this time 
cover, even with the Kazhdan-Lusztig programs for the Harish- 
ndra category and category CC’: the best direct information concerning 
the structure ofJ(X) is less than satisfactory: the irredu 
factors of J(X) are computable; even the 
the Osborne conjecture (now a theorem, due to 
ever, recently, new structure theoretic information on the structure of 
J(X) [7, Sj has been obtained, making computation of il. 1) through 
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H*(n, J(X)) much more feasible. This is precisely the approach we shall 
adopt in the sequel. 
Let W be the Weyl group associated tob and S the corresponding simple 
reflections about simple d +(b, b) roots= A+. Denote by d(...) the 
corresponding length function and ~t’~ = the longest element of W. The 
irreducible r presentations i  category fl; may be parametrized by L,,., 
~$1 E W, where L,,. is the irreducible quotient of the Verma module 
M,,. = Q-J) olt,Lq@,~x-p 3 (1.4) 
where x = irO(J. + p) and 1 is the highest weight of F (relative to d + ). 
Under these parametrizations, F isan irreducible quotient of the Verma 
attached to it’,, andL, = M, is the irreducible Verma module in 0;. By the 
Casselman-Osborne l mrnu [ 181, for each k E N, X irreducible in JE%‘~, 
H,(n-, X)=H”(n, J(X))= @ [w,k] &,, where 
II’ E w
[it,, k] = the multiplicity of C,,., _ pas a h-summand of Hk(n, J(X)) 
= the multiplicity of C,,,,-, asa h-summand of HJn-, X). (1.5) 
Our problem is to compute the matrix ( [if, k] ),,..E W,ke N. Correctly inter- 
preting the Osborne conjecture [lS], we arrive at a string of equalities 
O(X)=O(J(X))= 1 n(w, X)O(L,,.)=A-‘C(-l)“O(H,(n~, X)), 
IV l w k 
(1.6) 
where A is a Weyl denominator and n(w, X) = the multiplicity? of L,. in 
O(X). As noted above, the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for Verma 
modules (proved in [2,4]) and Harish-Chandra modules (proved in 
[23]) assert that the non-negative integers n(w, X) are computable. A por- 
tion of the results herein focuses on the following natural problem: If 
n(itv, X) is non-zero, to what extent does this imply [w, 0] is non-zero? We 
remark on this more carefully inSection 7. For the moment, we describe 
our first major result, which produces a (non-trivial) class of NJ’S with this 
property. 
We need to recall the geometric analog of Harish-Chandra’s leading 
asymptotic exponents. Given an irreducible XE J???~, X comes equiped 
with a natural notion of size, denoted e(X), and called the length of X. This 
non-negative integer is defined to be the dimension of the support of the 
g-module attached to X under the BeilinsonBernstein quivalence of 
categories [2]. This support will be the closure of a &-orbit in the flag 
variety B of G @ ; typically, this support is a highly singular variety. We
remark that t(F) = dim B and the length of a discrete s ries representation 
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is the dimension of the closed &-orbit(s) in iEb; the closed Kc-orbits are 
precisely the Kc-orbits of minimal possible dimension. (Caution: In 
Vegan’s character papers [22,23], a notion of normalized t’mgth P’(X) vm 
introduced and, in particular, &‘(discrete series) = 0. Typically, /(discrete 
series) isnot zero! However, as noted in [21], there xists a non-negari-de 
integer k, (depending only on G,), such that /( ... )=C’( ... jik,.) We 
define 
E,,,(X) = {WE W: n(w, 2’) # 0 and t(~j = f(X):, (l.7) 
E”,,,(X) = { 1v E w: n(w, X) # 0 and Ir(li’) = k(X) - 1; : 
and refer to these as the maximal and nc.yr-to-maximai exponents of X 
respectively. Analogously to Casselman’s theorem [9]. rt is not hard :o s:e 
E,,,,(X) isnon-empty (cf. (3.11). Moreover, we have 
(a) If U’E E,,, r then [IV, Oj # 0. 
(b) If 1t.E IE,,,, 
(1.8.j 
then [III; 0]= n(r:: X). 
Now. (1.8) can be generalized intwo ways. First, we will prove a theorem 
which generalizes (b) for E,,,(X); our second theorem will generalize iaj 
for a class of so-called smooth exponents, denoted E,(X) (defined momen- 
tarily), which contains both sets in (1.7). Ingeneral., 
L,x(m u L,,(m c b, ie. (1~9) \’ I 
This new class of exponents leads to an embedding theorem which appears 
to capture a large portion of H,(K, X), For example, if X is a iaqe 
wpresemation (i.e., the annihilator fX coincides with the annihilator f
M,) of a complex group G,, then E,(X) captures ah1 homology weights of 
H,(n -) .Y); this is recovered in an unpublished result of Hecht-Vegan. 
Before we can state our theorems, we need to make a technical 
assumption. This assumption is precisely described in (2.10) and is 
probably always satisfied; this could be avoided at the expense of messy 
notation and will be termed assumption I.’ It is worth noting that this 
assumption is automatically satisfied, whenever G,R has connected Carrac 
subgroups; for example, this is the case for any complex G,. Our next-ts- 
maximal exponenr theorem can now be stated. 
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(iii) if G is a complex group (so assumption I is automatically 
satisfied), then [w, 0] = 1. Moreover, if X is not finite dimensional, then 
E,,,,(X) is non-empt?’ and X has at least three embeddings into principal 
series representations. 
In Section 2, we introduce some computable Laurent polynomials 
d, ,,.(u), w EW, which are related to a certain Hecke-module map J 
introduced in[7, S]. Roughly speaking, J is a Hecke algebra version of the 
classical Jacquet functor J and may be interpreted as a map intertwining 
the geometry of K,c and N orbits on the flag variety 5 (=a11 Bore1 sub- 
algebras of g). These Laurent polynomials (under assumption I) have the 
following properties: 
(a) If w E E,,,(X), then d, ,,( 24) = n( IV, X). 
(bj If WEE,,,,(X), then d,,.(u)= {n(w,X)/2}(~-‘+u). 
(c) If d,v. Juj is non-zero, then e(X) at(~). 
(d) The degree of ds,,,.( u) in the variables u and u PI agrees and 
d(X) - e( II’) > deg d,, ,,.(u). 
(e) d,,,,,(u) =C,a(r, w, X) ~1’(~‘-‘(“‘-~~, where O<r <i(X)-{(w) 
and a(r, w, X) E Z. 
See Section 3. The polynomials d,, w will be called the intertwining 
polynomials of X; for a given w E W, these polynomials are describing the 
placement of copies of L,. in a Jordan-Holder series of J(X), as is described 
more carefully below. The case when d, ,,, (u) has largest possible d gree is 
of interest and leads to our second main theorem. First, we define 
E,(X)= I,v~W:degd,..(u)=r(X)-r(~~,)}; (1.12) 
from this definition, (1.9) easily follows. Inparticular, thesmooth exponents 
of ( 1.12) form a non-empty set. For convenience, give z E W, let 
rnx.== the absolute value of the coefficient of z/(X)-‘(‘) in d,,.. 
The smooth exponents will turn out to parametrize a portion of zero 
homology which can be computed without any Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials. 
(1.13) IE, THEOREM.~ Under assumption I, let X= z+(6) be an 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module in .PgF. Then E,(X) is non-empty4 and 
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~vhere ((6, H*)) is computable ,fiom the action of the He&e algebra on the 
srandal-d nzoduies (as in [20; cf: (5.20)]).’ It! (* ), it is enough to consider 
on!~~ those w 6 d, ~,ith 11.’ smooth. In particukm: $ iv is LZ ne.rt-ro-ma.ui:nat 
expoiren t7 then m x, ,, is the multiplicity in (1.10) {Pi). 
We stress that the computation in (iii) does EOC require the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials; a priori, this would seem necessary from 
our definition fthe smooth exponents and our algorithm to compute 
intertwining polynomials. 
Our iast main result will provide a lower bound on H,(n-, X), simiia; 
to (l.B3).6 We state the version for zero homology, leaving the precise 
higher homology estimate to the reader. In order to describe this result, wz
must introduce the projected lower bound, in terms of the 
classical Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. We remind the reader that the 
KazhdanLusztig polynomials for Verma modules, denoted P,., ,~ lie in the 
ring Z[u~ u--‘] of L aurent polynomials [19]. ecall the order relatkm < 
on W. given by 
a-+ bea< b and degree P,,,jui=+(/(b)-i(o)- 1). 
(For arbitrary a <b, it is always true that the right hand -‘= ‘. may be 
replaced by ” 6 “.) Whenever a < 5, we let 
~(a. 6) = ieading coeffkient of iv). n.b, .1 
~(0, h) is always a positive integer and ~1 is commonly called the Mobius 
fi4nc:ion. Given 2 E WI let 
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recalling the notation in (1.1 l)(e), this is the “positivization of d, Z.” Let 
NJ E W and 
Id,y,,,.I - C u-l Id,,,.1 P(~~~, Y) polynomialpart. (1.14) 
w d I’ 
Then h, ,,.(u) is a polynomial of degree at most e(X) - {(IV) and we may 
write 
hx, ,r = Px, w+ 1 -I- Px, ,I.- >, 
where the first term on the right hand side (resp. second term) is the 
portion of h, ,~ with positive (resp. negative) coefficients. Our lower bound 
estimate for homology is contained in the next theorem. 
(1.15) LOWER BOUND THEOREM.~ For an)? irreducible Harish-Chandra 
module X in zP??~, N’E W, ~‘e hatle dim,{H,(n, X)uyPP} B h, ,V+( 1). 
Define 
H,(n-, X),,,= @I n(w, X)C,u.xpp, where )VE [E,,,(X), 
,1 
Hdn-, ~),,,, = @ {n(w, X)/2}C,,.,P,, where N~E E,,,,(X), (1.16) 
H’ 
Hdn p3 Wspec = 0 h, w+(l) a=,,.,-, 
,v EU’ 
to be the maximal homology, next-to-maximal homology?, and spectral 
homology, respectively. Combining (3.11), (l.lO), and (1.15), we have 
Substantial evidence suggests that (*) is an equality. For this reason we 
make 
(1.17) Conjecture. h,..+=h,,. and hX,,,,(l)=dim,(H,(n~,X),,X-,}. 
This conjecture isin the spirit of the solution to the category 0; analog of 
(1.1). Similar conjectures for the higher homology can be formulated.8 
We conclude our introduction with a brief discussion concerning the 
proofs of (l.lO), (1.13), and (1.15). As a motivational id, recall the 
situation for H,(n -, F). Armed with Kostant’s theorem and the Weyl 
character formula, we see that computing ( [w, k] } follows from com- 
putation of the character; the point being that there is no cancellation n 
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the Euler sum in the right hand side of (1.6). The work in [IO, 1 I ] shows 
that absence of cancellation, forX# F, is “rare.” (A non-holomorphic dis- 
crete series for SU(2, 1 j offers probably the simplest example.) At first 
glance, it may seem hopeless to deal with this cancellation. The main idea 
is to introduce weighting factors (i.e., dummy variables ofthe form q”“‘, 
ig Z) to each homology exponent, in an attempt to ‘“spread out” the 
components of homology and “artificially” e iminate the possibility of 
cancellation in the Euler characteristic. Making this precise requires the 
main theorem of [8], which we recall below. 
( I. 18 ) THEOREM [S]. Let X be an irreducible Harhh-Chandra ~r~oc.hk 
ia .A%TC. There esists an algorithm to compute a g-172odM~e.~frratiol: of 9(X], 
icith semisimple subquotients Z,jZ, _ I. If assumption I (2.10) is satis$ieazj 
therz this~?ltration s self-dual’ and the multiplicit~~ qf L,, in Z,;Z,- i is give!? 
by \a(~, II’, X)( = the absolute value of the coeffkknt of u’ it? the irltertl:initag 
po!>xomiai dX, ,~ (recall (1.11)). 
With (1.18) in hand, the lower bound theorem (1.15) follows from a. 
collapsing spectral sequence argument; the non-trivial fact here is that the 
associated spectral sequence to compute n-cohomology of J(X) wiii 
collapse atthe El-term. It should be noted that theorems (1.10) and (1.13) 
depend upon (1.18), and analysis of another spectral sequence. One also 
needs some a priori relationship between [(EC) and the possible “level of 
( 1.18 )” in which L,. can occur; the main result here follows from the 
algorithm to compute the filtration of (1.18) and constitutes Section 5 of 
the paper. Of course, throughout, the philosophy of working wit the 
e modules and passage to positive characteristic, justas in the 
ding papers [7, 81, is present; we refer the reader to these references 
for a motivation along these lines. 
As a guide to the reader, the paper is divided as follows: Section 2 recalls 
the necessary technical preliminaries concerning the Hecke mudule for- 
malism implicit n(1.18). We also clearly describe assumption I, which we 
emphasize could be dropped at the cost of even worse notation. (Indeed, 
we conjecture that “assumption I” is unnecessary, inthe sense that the 
filtration of ( 1.18) may always be assumed self-dual.) In Section 4, the 
aforementioned spectral sequence is shown to collapse, leading to ( I. 15). 
Section 5 contains a proof of the next-to-maximal exponent heorem ( l.lG: 
and the smooth exponent theorem (1.13)~ Finally, Section 3 contains an 
appendix to [7], while Section 6 describes the case o complex group ano 
Section 7 considers various illuminating examples e smngly urge et 
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reader to frequently consult he examples in Section 7. In a very real sense, 
this paper is an outgrowth of our attempt o understand the phenomena 
illustrated herein. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We fix, once and for all, a reductive affine algebraic group G over R (R 
the field of real numbers). We look at G as the set of zeros in GL(n, C) of a 
finite s t of polynomials in the matrix entries with real coefficients. As ume 
G, has finite index in the set of real points of G. Then G, is a real reductive 
group, in the sense of [24]. Fix a maximal compact subgroup K with com- 
plexification KC. Let B = HN be an hvasarva Bore1 subgroup of G, with N 
the nilradical and H, a maximally split f3-stable Cartan subgroup; 8 is the 
Cartan involution attached to K. Other notation will be as in the introduc- 
tion. In particular, recall our fixed finite dimensional representation F of G, 
the categories JP$?~ and l?‘; and the flag variety B = (Bore1 subalgebras of
9). We further emind the reader that B is a smooth algebraic variety, 
which can be identified with the space GC/B. 
As is well known, and explained thoroughly in [7] or [23], the 
irreducible objects in J?V?~ or c”; are parametrizable y (finite) sets D, and 
D,, respectively, defined as follows: Let H = KC or N, 
DH = (pairs (y, c”,): fi,, isan H-orbit in B and y is an H-homogeneous 
line bundle on 9, with a flat connection >. (2.1) 
To each 6 E D, we may associate wo g-modules: ~(6) a so-called standard 
module and TT +(6) a standard irreducible module, which arises as a unique 
irreducible quotient module of ~(6). If H= N, then n(6) (resp. ~~(6)) 
corresponds to M,>. (resp. L,,.), where we have identified (as we may) DN 
with W and 6 corresponds to MI in this dictionary. Similarly, ifH= KC, 
rc(6) (resp. n+(6)) corresponds to a generalized principal series [22] in 
“Langlands quotient position” (resp. the unique irreducible quotient of this 
generalized principal series). 
Hecke Modules 
Let Z[D,] be the Z-free module generated by D,, which can be iden- 
tified with the virtual characters inthe categories ?P??~ or 6’>, depending as 
H = K, or N, respectively. We consider 
M, = Z[&‘, ~~~‘~~1 @ Z[Dn], (2.2) 
b 
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where 14 is a dummy variable. The object defined in (2.2) is called the IYerRr 
r?&ule associated toD, (cf. [7, 20, 23 ). Typically, MN is referred toas the 
H&e algebra of the Coxeter pair (S, W). Following KazhdanLusztig 
[lo], we will denote the elements )t’~ W = Nr by the notation T,,., whesr 
viewed as elements in MN. Then, the He&e algebra is a free algebra in the 
generators F,,., which satisfies thefollowing relations: 
(7,-t l)(T,-ui=o SES; 
?-,T,.TsT;... T,TI.= T;.TsT,,T;.. T>,.T, s,c’~S. (2.3 j
tz(s. /)-factors n(s’, $)-factors 
Here, n(s, s’) is a symmetric function on S x S taking value I (ii‘ s = .c’), 2 (if 
s and s’ commute), 3, 4, or 6, depending on how the relation 
ss’ss’ . . ..jJ’ = s’ss’s . ~. .y’s 
IZ(S, s’)-factors lZ(S’* s )-factors 
is satisfied; recall some such relation will be satisfied. Finahy, the ter- 
minology in (2.2) is justified, since one can show that H is a ,-rnOdLk, 
H=K, or N [20,23]. 
We remind the reader that M, carries an involution @, which can be 
thought of as arising (in some precise way, as described in [7, 233) from 
k’erdieier ciilalit~~. For 6E D,, we denote 
t (6 ) = dimension 6-h ) (2.4) 
where ci corresponds tothe pair (d, &) E D,. We refer to iiS) as the kngrh 
of 6, as described prior to (1.7) in the introduction. I  the case of N = N, if 
we identify b with a corresponding ~i’ in the Weyl group (as alluded to 
above), then ((&I is just he length of 11’ as a Weyl group element, i.e., [(K). 
As in [i9, ZO], to each 6 ED,, we associate G,E 
In (SS), ?- Ju ) are the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan polynomials, whit 
the ring Z[U]. We remind the reader that these polynomials are recursiveiy 
defined by a combinatorially successful (but in practice t dious) algorithm. 
we let 
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then these elements form a D-self dzdal basis of Mu ; i.e., DC; = C; . 
Roughly, one can think of this D-self dual basis as the Hecke analog of the 
basis ~‘(8) of the Grothendieck group of EZF or fi’,, depending as 
H=K, or N. 
Hecke Maps, Realizability, and Assumption I
We now need the formalism which allows the computation of the 
filtration n (1.18). Let 
D,o = ((6, Q): dim 4 = dim El); (2.7) 
these are the so-called largest growth representations of Hecht [15]. 
(2.8) DEFINITION. A function A: DK~+Z[ul/‘, ~“‘~1 is said to be 
realizable ifthere exists an MN-module map 9,: M, + MN, with the 
following property: for each 6 = D,o, if we set 
then a(w,, 6) = A(6), with \t’O the longest element of W. We additionally 
ask that for any c E D,, a(\v, c) non-zero implies t(br) 6 I. 
According to the work in [7, Sect. 21, any map J, as in (2.8) is com- 
putable and unique, modulo knowledge of A. But [8, (6.4)] shows us that 
(2.9) PROPOSITION. Let A- be the map on DKo, determined by the 
equation 
Then A” is realizable.‘0 
If A- is defined through (2.9), we will denote J,- by 9. From our above 
remarks, Q(C,^ )is then computable in M,. We can now precisely state our 
main technical assumption. Recall the notion of block equivalence 
in the Harish--Chandra c tegory, which decomposes YPX~ into disjoint 
subsets, called blocks [24]. Let B,, BIr . . . . B, denote the blocks of XwF. 
(2.10) Assumption I. A - is constant along the blocks of XPZ’,. 
(2.11) Remark. As pointed out in [8, (1.23)], whether or not (2.10) is 
satisfied, a given G, has been solved, in principle, in [20]. The problem is 
that the combinatorial formulas involved in the verification of (2.10) do 
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not obviously prove or disprove the constancy of A %. Assumption I % 
trivially satisfied, whenever G, has connected Cartan subgroups (e.g.? 
V(p, qj, complex connected groups or real rank one groups, different from 
SL, R j and has been checked for SL2R, SL3 W, and SP,R. Most all of what 
we shall do can be carried out without (2.10 ), at the expense of extra 
notation; amely. we would need to carry the map A - into the statements 
of many results. Under (2.10), the following result says that this is noi 
necessary. 
(2.12) PROPQSITION [ 7, S]. Dej?ne .LitTil.: 
A tri,(6 ) = I. Then ‘4 rriv is realizable. If A - sa S CKWi?lp~iiX II, thl 
D(( l/A;) J(C; )) = (I;A;) J(CJ ). 
bvhere A i is the vulue of d - on the block Bt. 
Thus, this result ells us that we can substitute ~tri, for 3 in any 
putation of J(C;) as an element of MN. More importantly, we w 
ensured that J( Cg ) is self-dual in M,. 
Weight Fiitrations and Weight Filtration Data 
Given X6 M, ~ write 
where h(~, n(i)) EZ and X,* is called the nth leuei of the ktleight fihrration 
Aiara of X. Schematically, we may represent (2.13) as 
where the subscript indexes the levels of X. The main result of [S]; which 
implies (I.!S), may now be stated. 
(2.14) THEOREM. J:M,-+ M, is a Hecke dg2br.a map of dip&v2 
ma&/es satisJ\ing the following three properties., 
ii) Let 6 E D, and consider the tveight filtration data 
J(c;)= 1 id:’ C b(w, n(i)) C;,,;,,, 
{ 1 - 84 < n < .I4 n(i) ; 
The?2 there exists cm expiicit combinatoriai algorithm to cornpure the tt>eight 
fiirmtion _r data of J( CL ). 
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(ii) The weight filtration data of (i j corresponds to a g-module 
filtration {E,) ofJ(~+(6)), h aving semisimple s&quotients and satisfying 
En/En- L= 0 16(~~, n(i))1 Lqrz(i,, 
and these semisimple subquotients are computable from (i). 
(iii j If assumptiorz I is satisfied, then the filtration {E,, 1 is self-dual in
the sense qffootnote 9. 
(2.15) Remarks. We refer the reader to [ 81 for a discussion f the 
proof of (2.14), which depends upon the philosophy of passage to positive 
characteristic; some of the essential points will be touched upon in Section 
4. Note that (iii) asserts the following: The weight level X, is non-zero if 
and only if K,, is non-zero. This will be used in our proof of the IE, 
theorem (1.13). For the lower bound theorem (1.15), this elf-duality is not 
so essential and can be avoided through excessive notation. 
3. AN APPENDIX TO [7] AND THE INTERTWINING POLYNOMIALS 
Henceforth, assumption Iis in force. In the first paper in this eries [7], 
an algorithm for computing the weight filtration data of J&C; ), 6 E DK 
was given. In this ection, we return to the proof of this algorithm and reap 
a few additional a priori qualitative r sults on the distribution f
irreducibles in the filtration (E,1( of J(x+(~)), as given in (2.14). Our first 
result shows a parity condition on the levels of {E, j. A second con- 
sequence of the algorithm may be interpreted as a vanishing theorem; here, 
our results are best formulated and proved using the recursively defined 
intertwining polynomials of the introduction. Finally, using a recent 
g-module result of HechttMilic’iC [ 161, we remark on a useful refinement 
of the filtration algorithm. 
A Parity Result 
Given an irreducible module L, in Ok, we define the parity of L,. to be 
even or odd, as /(\v) is even or odd, respectively. 
(3.1) SCHOLIUM (to [7, (2.151, the parity theorem): Suppose L,. and LZ 
lie in a common semisimple subquotient E,/E,- , of the filtration {E,,} in 
(2.14)(ii). Then L, and LZ have the same parity. 
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ProoJ: Recall the argument and notation in (2. I5 ) of [?]. We fix 6E 
and write 
where i‘, 5 are the Kazhdan-Lusztig- Vegan po~~wo.mia& oE [23 j: 
results in[20], iye have P;.,s E Z[u]; i.e.. these are polynomials in U. Fran: 
the proof of (2.15) in [7], we obtain 
where c(rrl) E Z[U~ U- ‘1; by definition, we had c(~,) E L~[u’,‘. ZI- ’‘]. &E we 
combine these two remarks. then -we see that 
Suppose C,? and C; lie in a common level of the weight filtration. Thenwe 
obtain 
forcing (1(~)$) - (/(:)/2) = s- r E Z; this proves the assertion. QED. 
(3.2 DRemarks. (i) This result is consistent with the fact hat E,JE,,+ i
corresponds to a pure peroerse sheaf> as follows from a theorem of Gabber 
[3]. These ideas are more carefuliy discussed in 17, Sj and our nest 
section. The parity theorem suggests that {E,,) oi’ (2.i4) is in i&t the sock 
filtration ( r“Jantzen filtration”) of J(rr +(d)). Although we have not been 
able to prove this, our next-to-maximal exponent theorem depends upon 
producing non-trivial extensions between adjacent levels of the filtration 
(cf. (5.n6)). 
(ii) Suppose the filtration {E,S of J(n+(d)) has at most three levels, 
Fhen we have either one or three levels; recall (2.14)(G). IfJ(z+(&)) IS 
irreducible, (1.1) is solved by the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures for C?; 
and (I.3 ); here, we are noting the following consequence of the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures [ 191: 
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here, fCs!?’ is defined to be the coefficient of zYi2 in A for any Laurent 
polynomial J: Suppose J( 7c +(6)) has three levels, ay K I < X0 < X, , with 
X,, = EJE,, ~, our computable semisimple subquotients. Look at the 
attached spectral sequence for n-cohomology of J(rc+ (a)), then 
E~“=H’+‘(n,E_,/E’_,~,)~H’+“(n,J(7t+(~))), (3.4) 
with the left hand side of (3.4) computable from (3.3) and our algorithm 
(2.14). By the parity theorem (3.1), one can use (3.3) to check that the 
spectral sequence in (3.4) has differentials d’= 0, for i > 3; i.e., E; 5 = Ez. 
The above situation ccurs in the real rank one case [7, Sect. 41. In a 
sequel article, we will explicitly compute the dr differentials, hence the 
homology H,(n, n+(d)). For other GR, the parity result will not imply 
collapsing ofthe corresponding spectral sequence attached to the filtration 
{E,); it will show that every other differential is zero. For this reason, 
a different approach is needed, using a geometric onstruction of 
tt-cohomology. 
The Intertwining Pol~xomials 
Let LED,, H = Kc or N and consider a sequence of simple reflections 
s(l), s(2), ... . s(m)ES. We define 
U -“‘*(T,,,,+l).~.(T,,,,,+l)C$ =xa(o,s(l) ,..., s(m),b)C; oeDH.(3.5) 
/I 
Set X= n+(6), 6ED, and define the intertwining polynomials d,,.(u), by 
(3.6) 
From our discussion in the proof of (3.1), it becomes clear that 
d, Jur/‘) EZ[ulf2, u-‘j2], hence d, Ju) E Z[u, u-l]. We refer to d,,,(u) 
as the intertwining polynomials of X. Also, we will often call these 
“polynomials,” though we really mean “Laurent polynomials.” For our 
purposes, we need to realize that these polynomials can be recursively 
defined. Precisely, partition the Weyl group as follows: 
w,= {M’EW:qW)=~(lvO)- t),O< t<d(,v,). 
From the proof of (2.15) in [7], one obtains the following 
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(3.7j SCHOLIUM (to [7. (2.15)]). 
knolt’ri $0~alI J E Wk, k < i. Then for 
+ C a(?, S(l). ...3 S(mi)3 s, y
;’ t Dgo 1 
where s( I ) ~(2 ) . . s(m,) is u reduced expression qf 11’~ :l’ ~ I. 
(3.8) Ren?a&. Using the fact that the coefficients in (3.5) are com- 
putable, (3.7) recursively defines the intertwining polynomials; note that 
the fact hat J&X) is realizable (2.8) allows us to begin our recursive for- 
mulas. The above scholium akes it clear that the d,., ..(u) arise by relating 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for ZGL;F and Ck, through (typically 
complicated) ependence relations; hence the “intertwining terminology.” 
(3.9) LEbfi~f~. Let X=Tcf(G) and II:E , then the intertw!rC!g 
poi~~nomials huLie the following properties. 
(i) !fd.x it is non-zero, then t( 12’) d (;(X): 
iii) d.Y.,,(Uj=d,~,,II.(U-i); 
(in) the degree qfd,Y, Ju) is less than or equal EO /(X)--f(w); 
(iv? $’ f(w) =t(Xj and n(w, X) is noI;“-zero, then 
where n(~l, X) is the multiplicitJ1 of L,,. as u composition 
iv) if L(tt!)=G(X)-1 and n(w,X) is non-ref 
(n(w, X),‘2 )(t4 + u- ‘); 
(vi) d, ,Ju) = x,,u(r, IV? X) u’( ” ~ “‘*‘i-2il where 0 < r G/(X) - /(~.j. 
(3. IO) Remarks. (i) We view (iii) asa vanishing theorem for J(X). Using 
this result, we obtain an estimate on the number of levels in the filtration. 
(E,,‘, ofJ(X); namely, there are at most Z(X) + 1 lev . This suggests that 
largest growth representations (those attached to 6 E 0) have the largest 
possible number of levels, whereas the irreducible standard modules (those 
attached to elements of D, having minimal possible ngth) have the least 
number of levels. Somewhat surprisingly, examples indicate that just the 
opposite is true. 
(ii) For example, suppose that G, is quasisplit and X is a large 
representation; this means that 
Annihilator X= Annihilator M,.. 
(We refer the reader to Vogan’s work in [ZS] for a classification of such 
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representations. I  particular, it can be shown that G, admits such a 
representation f and only if G, is quasisplit. We remind the reader that 
any complex G, is quasisplit.) Assume 11’ is a zero n-cohomology exponent 
of J(X), with C(n)) = d(X). Then because any irreducible submodule of J(X) 
must define the same primitive ideal [25], we must have exact sequences 
0 + M,,. --t J(X) and J(X) --f D(M,,,) --f 0, 
where D( ... )is the natural duality operation in 00;. [14, 171. By (iv), L,,, 
occurs in the weight zero level of the filtration data attached to J(X). By 
the Juntren conjecture [141 (proved by Bernstein, but as yet unpublished), 
together with the fact that our filtration is coming from the Gabber 
filtration of J(X) over positive characteristic (as is discussed more fully in 
[7] or Section 4) and hereditarity of the Gabber filtration” [3], we know 
that each level in the Jantzen filtration of M,. will be detected in our 
filtration of J(X). In particular, we see that 
# levels of J(X) = 2 #levels in M,,, - 1 = 2L( 1~) + 1. 
Moreover, in this case, one can see (by largeness), that if t = C(X), then 
d,.(u) = u-’ +a(t-l,e,X)K’f’ + ... +a(2,e,X)zP2+uf, 
for some (computable) U(Y, e, X) E Z, 0 9 Y d t; here, we have used (vi) 
above. 
(iii) At the opposite xtreme, suppose X= F, then J(X) = F has just 
one level. Actually, one can prove that the number of levels in the filtration 
of J(X) must not increase asG(X) increases, but we shall not need this fact. 
(iv) We view the non-intuitive situation of (i-iii) as yet another 
manifestation of the polarization problem, as discussed in[24]. 
Proof of (3.9). Most all of these asily follow from the recursive for- 
mulas for the d X, ,,,‘s, a  given in (3.7), but we will give a few details. The 
first assertion isan easy consequence of [7, (2.26). For (ii), recall the fact 
that Jtriv commutes with D; this is because of the geometric construction in 
[7] and the fact hat we may assume Jl = fltriu, by assumption I (2.10). If
we recall that DC; = C; and D(d) = zlPk, (ii) follows. 
For (iii), one uses the formulas for the action of T, + 1, s E S, in [ 19, 201. 
Roughly speaking, the point is that in the basis {C; : c E DH}, H = Kc or 
N, u-“~(T,+ 1) acts either by increasing the support by one dimension 
and leaving the degree in “u”~” constant, or by increasing the degree in 
“u’/“’ by one and not adding an extra dimension to the support. 
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Again appealing to [7, (2.26) J,we see that (in general) 
By the vanishing result in (iii), ifC(W) = /(A?), then IL\< must occur n the 
O-weight level, hence (iv). 
The parity theorem (3.1) and (iii) mmediately Imply (vi). 
In order to prove (vi, we suppose that P(i+,) = t(X) - Z and 
z = s(l) s(2) ~.‘s(kj is a reduced expression of ~~~;~.~r. Consider tke 
application of
A = 21 ~1, “( r,, i +l)-~W-i’(T,,,,flj 
to C,? occurring in JtEi\.(C’,^ ), with /(J%)=/(X), We obtain a combination 
of C-c ‘s, which satisfy L(.v) < d( ~3~). For this reason, it is impossible that A 
continually increase supports; thus, the degree in u’,’ is increased by at 
least one. On the other hand, (iii) says x,,,.(2.) has degree at most 
i(X) -L(W) = 1. From (vi) we conclude 
d., ,,, (u)=QjOt pi’, x) u’+aji. t!‘, x)u-!, 
with I?(W, X) = IQ(t), Ii’, X)1 + la( 1, IV. X)1, by 17, (2.26)]: self-duality finishes 
the proof of iv). Q.E.il. 
A Feiklore Result 
From the introduction, recall the maximal. next-to-maximal, ndsmooth 
exponents of X, denoted E,,,(X), E...,(X), and E,(X), respectively (cf. 
( 1.7, I.!2 j). Now, using the Kazhdan-Lutztig conjectures, onecan always 
compute these sets. However, we would like to have on hand results hat 
tell us when we can be assured that the sets are non-trivial, without having 
to carry out laborious calculations. The following result, which has been 
observed by several people, asserts that maximal exponents always exist; 
this may be viewed as an analog to CasseEman’s result hat leading 
asymptotic exponents will always contribute ozero homology of X. The 
non-triviahty of E,,,,(X) and II! 3c(A’) is a more delicate issue. For exampl, 
in the real rank one case, the situation E,,,,(X) = @ is fairly common (cf. 
Section 7). However, in the case of a complex group, this can only occur 
when .I’= F (cf. Section 6). 
(3.113 PRQPOS~TION (Foiklore). Let X= rc’(Ej, 6~ x. rf ?t‘ E E,,,(X), 
thi [HJ, 0] = IZ(~L’, X) (rzotution of (1.5)) and ihis mlabipikity in c~mput~b/~. 
PPQL$ Combine the Osborne conjecture (as proved by Hecht-Schmid 
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[lS]), the Casselman-Schmid vanishing theorem [21], and (1.3) to con- 
clude that 1,~’ contributes toH,(n, X) = p(n, J(X)). To compute the mul- 
tiplicity nor, X), we are using the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures (as proved 
by Vogan [23], Beilinson-Bernstein [2], and Brylinski-Kashiwara [4]) 
for XgF and O>., together with the Osborne conjecture. Alternatively, 
n(iv, X) comes out of our computable algorithm in (2.14 j. Q.E.D. 
A Refinement of the Algorithm 
The filtration algorithm (2.14) admits a mild refinement, which is useful 
in explicit calculations (Section 7) and for our discussion of complex 
groups (Section 6). To describe this, we remind the reader that the 
filtration data for X= n+(6) are computed by a recursive procedure based 
upon our (above) partition W = lJ W, (cf. [7, (2.15)]). Specifically, one 
begins by applying an algorithm to compute the coeflicients of the C;’ in 
J( Cg‘ j, for all 4’ EW,(,, ;of course, some of these coefficients may be zero, 
but at least one will not be. Otherwise put, this computes [E,,,(X). Next, 
one computes coefficients of C3 in J(C; ), for y’ E WLta)- i, etc. In this 
light, our filtration data are tightly connected to the “ordering” ofthe Weyl 
group by length. It is not at all clear that this hould be closely related to 
the Bruhat order, but we will now proceed to show that this is indeed the 
case. 
More carefully, define 
E Bru.maX( X) = (in EW: @‘(n, J(X)),,,, ~ p # 0 and w is maximal with 
respect to the Bruhat order having this property}. 
A moment’s reflection shows that [E,,,(X) E [E,,,.,,,(X); even more is true, 
as was pointed out to the authors by H. Hecht. 
(3.12) LEMMA (Hecht-Milic’ii: [ 161)” E,,,(X) = lEBru.,,,JX). 
For our purposes, the above remarks on the algorithm and (3.12) lead to a 
useful corollary, which is a real boost in explicit calculations. 
(3.13) COROLLARY (The refined algorithm). If L,. is a composition 
factor ofJ(x+(d)) ard C(y) < e(s), then y< IV, for some WE E,,,(7-cf(6)). 
ProoJ Let S= {z: L, is a composition factor of J(X)}. We can find 
Z’ E S such that: (i) y <z’; (ii) if Z” E S and Z’ d z”, then Z” = z’. To prove 
(3.13), it is enough to show Z’ E &,,,(X). Begin by noting that 
H&n, J(X)),.,-, isnon-trivial. To see this, we may write 
A. @(J(X)) = c ( - 1 Y O(P(n, L,)j + C (- l)k O(P(n, &)). 
ktN,zsS,;#z’ ksN 
(3‘14) 
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Notice that exp(;‘x-p) must survive cancellation in (3.14). (If this is not 
the case: it is cancelled by a weight exp(:‘X - p) of @(n,&), for some 
k > 0 and z’ # z”. By a well-known vanishing theorem [21], we then have 
z-I< z”; this contradicts our choice of z’.) It follows that z’x-- is a zero 
n-cohomology weight for J(X) and this weight is maximai with respect to 
the Bruhat order. By (3.12), z’E E,,,(X) and we are done. QED, 
4. GEOMETRY, ~-HOMOLOGY, AND THE kow~R ESTFMATE 
Our objective isto prove (1.15). In the process, we give a geometric 
interpretation of the groups H*(n, I’), for certain YE 0;. The techniques of
ioculization 121, the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence [5], and passage [G 
posirice charac?eristic [3] will be used; for motivation, we refer the reader 
to the indicated references, or to the previous papers in this eries. 
A Perverse Itlterpretation of Cohomolog~ 
Let L, be the line bundle on the flag variety 5, whose global sections 
realize F.as in the Borel-Weil theorem. Set OF= the sheaf of holomorphic 
sections of L,, xF the infinitesimal character of F and W = ?J(g ).! 
U(g) Ker,,. Given any p E A*. define 
M’!n, ( . )), = the p-weight space of the irh n-cohomology of ( ~. Is+ 
(41) 
whenever the cohomology is semisimple as an h-module. To each I E ES, 
one can associate a unique Bore1 subalgebra with Levi decomposition 
b(x) = lj(~) @ n(x). If 1 E h*, we may associate A(x) E h(x)*. by transport of
structures. 
Let gF= 9 denote the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators of 
Recall the Beilinson-Bernstein localization theory [Z, 35: YE &‘I; gives rise 
to a holonomic 5%module M= 9 @& Y. Using the ~ierna~~-~i~~ert 
correspondence [S], there are two ways of associating a perverse sheaf to 
this g-module: One is covariant and is given by 
B&yM) = 0, 6, (M), (421 
where R, is the sheaf of top degree differentials on 5; this is the so-called 
deRham complex. The second method is contravariant an 
soluriotl compiex 
A4 --f R Horn&M. 0,) = Sol(M). (4.31 
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These two complexes are related by the Verdier duality functor D, 
D&XJW(M)[ -dim B] = Sol(M). 
From [23], we have natural isomorphisms 
Sol’(W = Extk( K O,L 2 HOm~(,)(Hi(~t,, Yh ~,x+,,)(.x)), 
for any YE C>. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Recall, B decomposes into a disjoint union of Schubert cells (the 
N-orbits), which are indexed by W. Denote by C,,., 1~’ E I+‘, the various cells, 
leading to the notation x(M~) for any fixed point in c?,, and b(\s) for the 
corresponding Bore1 subalgebra. Recall that dim C,, = a( NJ) and let 
j,,, : 0,. + B 
be the natural inclusion. We have 
(4.7) LEMMA. For any YE Ok, there exists a natural isomorphism of 
+nodules 
Proof. From [23, (4.13)] it will follow H/(,,.)+,(n, Y), ,+,@Cti,,-,r 
HAn,., Yhrx + ,rp and this isomorphism is natural. Poincare duality yields the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
Let y E W, 0 f r d dim(n), and define a functor H(r, I’) from the category 
0;. into the category of finite dimensional complex vector spaces, by 
y,- 983 y+ s=9a(.2@, Y) + H’(jf,(S)[ -lG(y)])x(y,. (4.8) 
H(r, Y) 
, 
(4.9) PROPOSITION. The functors Y-+ H(r,y) and Y-+H’(n, Y),,,-, 
defined from 0; to the category of finite dimensional vector spaces are 
naturally isomorphic. 
Proofs. Let S= g:%‘(M), where M= 9 Oa Y. Then by (4.4, 4.5), 
D(S) = R Hom,( Y, O,)[L(IC,)], with cohomology satisfying 
H’-““‘“)(W.,,,, z Homh(?.)(H,(ny, Y) @.lz+yp). (4.10) 
Let D,. denote Verdier duality on 4. Recall that ji, = D?jy* D and j.F is the 
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usual restriction t  Cc;,.. Taking into account that D,.L = L[2ic(~ij] for any 
locally constant sheaf on I”I., we obtain 
Note that Horn was omitted on the right side of (4.11), because D,. acts on 
locally constant sheaves as a duality of vector spaces (up to a shift). 
Finally, by (4.7) we obtain an isomorphism of complex vector spaces 
setting E: = ((u’,,) -P(y) - !’ proves the theorem. since ali isomor 
natural. QED. 
We remind the reader that C”; is equivalent toa category Cl>, Q, consisting 
of certain perverse sheaves over a characteristic p (pr = 4, some I’ E N ) ver- 
sion B, of the flag variety. We also have a category G>,,,,,, consisting of
mixed perverse sheaves: such objects carry an action of Frobenius, having 
eigenvalues of complex absolute value q”2., in Z (for more details, ee 
[3, 7, 81). Given Yin CC’“;, letYq be the corresponding object over positive 
characteristic. 
Let Y’ be mixed, then (4.9) leads us to 
where L’(?‘i2 is a Tate sheaf with Frobenius acting by weight q’(‘“,’ and 
O( = an algebraic closure of the f-adic numbers, L and p relatively prime. 
This convention becomes important for the validity ofthe following: 
Assume that Y corresponds to a mixed pure sheaf Yq, with 
Frobenius acting by qi’2, then we may view Ps”(n. Y!,.,-, as 
carrying an action of Frobenius of weight qCX-+j’,“. 
(v*) 
We will now indicate how (4.9) leads to (3.3); i.e., we want to compute 
H’(n, II,..). To do this, we recall (2.6) 
where P,,,,. are the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of [IS]. We set 
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g(r, n’, 4’) = coefficient of u)“~T~ in M(C; ). 
Then g(r, )v, 11) is also the coefficient of u!‘(“)- ‘(y)--r}i2 in P,:, Ju). Given 
any Laurent polynomial h we define f t’.“l tobe the coefficient of ~2’~. 
(4.13) PROPOSITION. Zf w E W, then 
Proof. We apply operations to C,: which correspond to the functor 
H(r, 1~) of (4.9 j, over positive characteristic. Note that D corresponds to 
the involution D on MN and j,!, = D,,jz D corresponds to
Finally, the shift [- e( JJ)] 0 L’(“)” corresponds to
(4.15) 
If u is substituted by q, then the purity of the intersection c homology L; 
corresponding tothe irreducible L,,ensures that g(r, u’, JJ) is the coefficient 
of u’12T, in (4.15), which coincides with the dimension of 
H’(j.:.(L;)[ -e( y)]). Passage to positive characteristic and (4.9) finish the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
(4.16) COROLLARY. The groups H’( tt, L,,),,n _ p may be viewed as carry- 
ing an action of Fr E Gal(lF;/(F,), f or an infinite ofnumber of finite fieIds IF,. 
The complex absolute value of the eigenvalues of Fr on H’(n, L,,,),,-, is
exactly qr!‘. 
ProoJ By (4.9) we may identify the desired cohomology group with 
H(r, y)(L,,). In turn, this can be identified with H(r, y)(L:,), by passage to 
positive characteristic; apply (4.13 ) and (** ). Q.E.D. 
Let YE 0; and Yq the corresponding object over positive characteristic. 
Suppose Yq is mixed, then Y* will have a weight filtration (i the sense 
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of Gabber [3]), say { Yz), with pure subquotients, hence sernis~rn~~~ 
subquotients. Consider the spectral sequence of Galj F;i /IF,)-modules: 
(4.18 ) LEMMA. 112 the abow notarion, .&y ‘( Yv) = E>‘( Yy j. 
Pro@ From the above discussion, we see that Fr acts on E;’ by 
different eigenvalues on different rows. Q.E,D. 
If we combine (4.18) with the fact that our filtration (E,j in (2.14) 
comes from the Gabber filtration fJ(X)y, we obtailr 
(4.19) COROLLARY. Consider rhr spectral se uence E>‘if(X)) = 
W+!(n. EP,/EP,-,) + H’+[(tt, J(X)). attached to The .sel$duai filttak~: 
[E,, ) of f(X) in (2.14). Then thix sequence collapses to E> ‘iJ(X)) =
E’];I* (J(X)) md q ‘(J(X)) wznay be viewed GS carrying cm ac!ion qf 
Frobehx I3 
Proof of (l.15). Lolver Estimates for n-~-Homology 
The upshot of (4.19) is that (1.1) will fooilow from axlalysis of the 
d’-differentials in the E, term of the spectrai sequence. Our lower bound 
theorem ( 1.15) immediately follows from this naive reasoning, in COE- 
junction with (4.13 j.14 One can generalize this estimate to higher 
cohomology, but we shall leave this to the reader. 
Furrher Applications 
The techniques of this section may be applied to the problem of com- 
puting the n-cohomology of any object in L?>, which has a computabk 
Gabber weight filtration. For example, consider the Verma modrrles 
M,,. 1 II’E W, then the Gabber weight filtration isjust the Jantzen filtration. 
(an unpublished result of Bernstein) and (4.19) immediately Beads to 
estimates on H*(n, M,,,) and conjectural formulas. This problem in Verma 
module theory is as yet unsolved, but has been studied by 
[14] and Carlin [6]. 
5. RESULTS ON SMOOTH EXPONENTS 
In rhis section, we will focus upon a specific class of zero n--homology 
exponents; namely, the smooth exponents of (1.12). Given X= xi~(5i, 
6 E D,, we will begin by producing a non-trivial lower bound on rhe mul- 
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tiplicity of any smooth exponent in H,(n-, X); this is Theorem (1.13)(i) of 
the introduction. From the introduction, we recall that maximal and next- 
to-maximal exponents lie among the set of smooth exponents. From (3.11), 
E,,,(X) is non-empty; hence so too lE,(X). Our next result (1.10) is aimed 
at precisely describing a new class of embedding exponents in H,(n, X). 
The result will precisely compute the multiplicity of any next-to-maximal 
exponent, in terms of intertwining polynomial data. Now, given a specific 
G, and using the algorithm of (2.14), itis possible tocompute the next-to- 
maximal exponents, explicitly. Unfortunately, these calculations can be 
quite tedious. What we seek is a result which will allow us to deduce the 
existence and multiplicities of next-to-maximal exponents, given the data 
6EDK. Examples in the real rank one case, as can be gleaned from 
[7, Sect. 41 or [ 121, show that &(t) may be empty. In Section 6, we 
address the case of a complex group and show that next-to-maximal 
exponents always exist, for infinite dimensional X; at the same time we will 
explicitly compute the set of maximal and next-to-maximal exponents, in 
terms of the given Langlands data. 
Proof of the [E, Theorem (1.13)(i) 
Assume the notation of (1.13) and let 
E~,EE-,+,G ... GE,~,EE,~=J(X) (5.1 j
be the self-dual liltration of (2.14), having semisimple subquotients. LetMI 
be a smooth exponent; i.e., this means that deg d, ,,, = e(X) -e(w) and let 
a = a(/(X) - G(ic), \v, X) be the coefficient of u’(“‘)-~(~) in this intertwining 
polynomial. Consider the spectral sequence of n-cohomology Ei’(n, X) 
attached to (5.1): 
E;‘(n, J(X))=H’+‘(n, E_,/E_,_,)~E’;,‘(n,J(X))=H’+‘(n, J X)). (5.2) 
The differentials dk will be compatible with the restriction t  various weight 
spaces; in particular, we restrict to the i~x - p weight space in (5.2). By the 
definitions, we know that L,,. occurs exactly Ial times as a summand in 
the e(w) -P(X) level (semisimple subquotient) ofthe filtration. By the 
vanishing condition in (3.9)(iii), a bit of thought convinces one that for 
r=t(X)-G(w), 
E> -‘(n, J(X)),,,-, = E’LP’(n,J(X)),V,P,. (5.3) 
For example, suppose we have a non-trivial d’ differential, then 
ff?n, L.) 7 H’(n, L,), 
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for some IL’ < ~1; this uses (3.3 ). Then E,. is a summand of 
Et,,,.,~(,xi~l/E~,,,.)~((xi~z and by combining (3.3) with (3.9)(m), we arrive 
at 
((12') -t(X) > k( j') - t(X), 
a contradiction. This sort of reasoning ives (5.35, since the left hand side is 
a direct sum of InI copies of L,,., with I’= f(X)-(in’). This completes the 
proof of (1.13)(i). QED. 
(5.4) Remark. In general, we will obtain a version of (5.3 \for the Pi i 
term, without restrictions on W, r, or r. This was the key to (1.15 ), but the 
proof proceeded quite differently. 
The iVe.xt-to-Maxitnul E.yponent Theorem ad ( I.13 )(ii ) 
In this section, we will complete the proof of (l.lO)(i, i). To do so, we 
prove the following result. 
(5.6) COROLLARY ((1.10)(i), (ii)). Let w E lE,,,,jX), thm [w, 0] =H(M., X)2. 
y (3.9)(v) or (vi), we see that db!,!.=O. ence, fP( 11, J(X) ) = 
+ and [IV, O]’ = [w, O]. Apply (5.5) a (1.13) to finish the 
proof. QED. 
Part (iii) of (1.10) will occupy the next chapter. To establish (5.5), we 
need to produce a large number of non-trivial extensions inside J(X), 
which translates into showing that “half’ of the d’ differentials in the 
spectral sequence (5.2) arc non-trivial on ~2 -p weight spaces, 
This necessitates analysis of another spectral sequence involving ihe 
“%j,-construction” f Vogan [22, 231. 
Referring to [ZO, 71 for precise definitions and unexplained notation, 
there exists a functor U;, s ES, defined over positive characteristic, 
between the derived categories of -H%F,,,, (resp. P>, mrx, y) and 
.XgF~ miXI ,(resp. C>, miX. y). By the Riemann- ilbert correspondence, 
localizatton, and the decomposition theorem, this functor, still denoted 
U; , realizes the US construction of Vogan [22], on the level of semisimple 
modules; i.e.. if Y is a semisimple g-module in -?WF or L?k. then 
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U,(Y) = U;(Y). We remark that U; has at most three non-zero 
cohomology groups (perverse cohomology in the context of preverse 
sheaves), denoted U; - l(Y), U; ‘( Y) and US- ‘( Y). The construction U;
realizes the Hecke algebra operator (T, + l), when we identify the 
Grothendieck groups of sP?Z~, mix, ,(resp. ~)F,,ix, 9) with MK (resp. MN). 
Now, let (E, > be the self-dual filtration of J(X), as in (5.1). Applying the 
functor U; , one obtains a spectral sequence 
E?‘( u; ) J(X)) = U,‘+‘(E-r/E-,- ,) =c- u;r+‘(J(x)). (5.7) 
(5.8) LEMMA. In the above notation, the spectral sequence in (5.7) 
collapses atthe E, term; i.e., E;‘(U; , J(X)) = U;r + ‘(J(X)). 
ProoJ: The reasoning is as in the proof of (4.19), the key point being 
that the E; I term will be pure of Frobenius of weight q’j’. Q.E.D. 
For our investigation, the explicit determination fthe d’ differentials n 
(5.7) is relevant. Consider the short exact sequence 
From the long exact sequence in U-i, we obtain a map (which is a d’ 
differential in E, of (5.7)) 
d’: U;i(E,/E,-I)+ U;‘+‘(E,mI/E,m2). (5.10) 
By the semisimplicity of E,.,/E,-, and E,jE,-, the short exact sequence 
(5.9) breaks up into a bunch of short exact sequences of the form 
o+L,+z+L?+o, (5.11) 
where L, and L, are irreducible. Therefore, very time a sequence like 
(5.11) splits, the differential 
dl: u;‘(L,) -+ u;‘+‘(L,) 
is zero. In summary, we obtain 
(5.12) LEMMA. In the spectral sequence of (5.7), assume the differential 
in (5.10 jis non-zero. Then there xists a non-semisimple subquotient of J(X), 
involving exactly two irreducible modules in the two different levels E,/E,-, 
and E,- ,/E,- 2. 
As already noted, our proof of (5.5) depends upon producing a large 
number of extensions within J(X). The next lemma is the key to this 
process. 
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(5.13) LEMMA. Suppose L, is a composition factor of J(X) occurri!?g 
in the E,JE,+,,-, level qf the fiftmtion (E,, j, It+1 r $;O. Amme 
/r z/(X)-t(J!). Then there exists L,., occurring in the E, ,,,,, _ I,jE~i,,v, 1, 
!et>el ofthe filtration, which has the property.. 
A non-split extension qf L,. by L,. occurs ifi J(X). (v) 
Proo$ We will produce the argument when t(y) = t(X) - 4:“’ t 
general argument is similar. Let s( 1) S( 2) . . s(k) be a reduced expression f
lVoJ -rP as a product of simple reflections. Ob erve that [(s(j) s!F:) J’) =
C(s(j + I ) . . s(k) ~9) + 1 and 
Ls(j)---s(k) I occurs in U,;ii((Ldj,I, .s,k,x)q) 
for 1 </<k. Since t(X) = e(y) + 1 (by hypothesis), we know that there 
must exist a maximal i, 1 d i < k, such that 
here. t,,,( ) refers tothe maximal length among the composition factors 
of ( ... j. 
c (~14) Clam. L,,,J...s(k ,,,.does not survive in U;;,‘$UAy,+ ri.. U;k,(X7j~ 
(Note: We remind the reader that the right hand side of (5.14) is perverse. 
To establish t e claim, we suppose the contrary. Recalling that J( .. ’ jq 
commutes with i7; (which implies the assertion that 3 is a Hecke algebra 
map T8l!y 
Now, the bracketed term in (5.15) is perverse in degrees 0: + i, but we 
must only study the occurrence ofL,,i, r(4,-, in US;$ U$, i ! .Si,,J(K7 3).
our assumption, this means that L,,i,. s(h-;j must survive in some J( $’ )Y. ”
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Moreover, L(xj’) = [(s(i) s(i+ 1) . ..s(k)~.), so L,~,~...,~k,Y is of maximal 
length in J(x/“Y’. This is a contradiction, since (Lrti,...s,k~r)Y has Frobenius 
weight q I;‘2 or y - 1!2; 
preserves weights. l9
here, we use the fact hat UJ;i, ...ZCk, applied to (L,)Y 
In view of (5.14), there must exist a non-trivial differentia12’ 
or 
(depending on whether r is negative or positive, respectively), which 
realizes a non-trivial extension inside J(Y’) of LSci, ...s~k~~ with some L,%,, 
with /(\v) = /(s(i) .. . s(k) 4’) + 1. The extension LXCi,. .stk,,, < L ,. must come 
from an extension L,. < L,,,, inside J(X). If the extension L,, < L,,,, is 
equivalent toL,.@ L,.., then the decomposition theorem, under the guise of 
semisimplicity of the U;‘s, will ensure that L,~i~...s~k,y < L ,is a split 
extension; a contradiction. Moreover, length considerations force 
f*(w’)=P(y)+ 1. Q.E.D. 
(5.16) Remarks. (i) We interpret (5.14) as a strong indication that our 
filtration (2.14) of J(X) is related to socle filtration. 
(ii) We may interpret (5.14) as a vehicle for producing large numbers 
of smooth exponents, hence, so too, many new embeddings of X into prin- 
cipal series representations. For example, suppose \V E lE,(X) and d,, H, has 
degree r > 0. Then (5.14) asserts the existence of some L,,. of length 
((M:) + 1 in the -t (r - 1) levels of the filtration. Now, by smoothness, 
r = t(X) - (( \v), so r - 1 = ((A’) - d( ,v’). This implies that )v’ ElE,(X). Thus, 
if we start with a smooth exponent of X with minimal length t, we produce 
smooth exponents of weights t, t + 1, t + 2,..., a(X). This observation may 
also be used to detect he number of levels in the filtration {E,} of J(X), in 
the following sense: If the bottom level of J(X) contains a smooth exponent 
of length t, then J(X) has length 2(!(X) - t) + 1. Of course, the difficulty 
here is in knowing when the bottom level of J(X) contains a smooth 
exponent. These remarks lead us to (l.l3)(ii). 
Recall the duality operation D( . . . ) on the category 0; [ 14, 171. The 
next lemma is completely straightforward and its proof is left o the reader. 
(5.17) LEMMA. Let 0 + L,. -+ Z + L,,, + 0 be a non-triGal extension 
between two distinct irreducibles in category 0;. Then exactly one of the 
following two situations will occur.. 
(a) HO(n, L,,.) = P(n, Z); or 
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(b) N”(n, L,,.) 0 Hyn, L,,..) = fP(n, Z) and the modde D(Z) satih$er 
P(n, L,,..) = P(n, D(Z)). 
(f (2) is satisfied, there is a non-zero inap No(r,; Lb?,) -5 S’(Q, L,,,) in the 
correspondi~:g long exact sequence Jfor n-cohomolog~~, 
Proqf of (5.5 ). Let L,. occur in E,/E,+ , , r + 0, I = / krjr 1 times. By (5. idi, 
E,. has 2 non-trivial extension inside J(X) wi[h som L... !(y’)=(;(Jt:)+ i 
and L,., will live in the + ( IrI - 11 levels of the filtration. 
we may as well assume r < 0. Inside J(X) we must have 2 completely EGG- 
split subquotient 
0-t @ L,:+ @Zi-, @ L,.+O, 
I I 
with 1 d i < t. Apply (5.17) to produce non-zero maps 
fP(n, L, ) -+ N’(n, L,.. J. 
Therefore, between the levels kr of the filtrationi L, occurs at Ieast 2r 
times. but t copies do not contribute to @-‘(II, J(X)). This proves (5.5). 
hence (5.6 ). QED. 
T/IE Proof’of (l.l3)(iii) 
We start with some definitions. Given b E 
sed= {i?‘~D~:C(6’)=1(6)+ 1 and 6’ occurs ir, rj.CS]. (5.18,b 
Note that (5.18) does not require any ~a~hda~-L~s~ti~-~oga~ pol~~orn~a~ 
information. Define 
if sob+@ 
if sad=4 and SET(d) (5.19) 
otherwise. 
For any set AcD,, let s@A=U,,.s@~. For an ordered set 
{s(l), :.s(k)), define {s(l), ... . s(k)}@A = ~(l)@(‘[.s(2), . . ..s(k))@A). by 
convention, 4 @A = A. L,et 1%’ E W and choose a reduced expression of 
11‘0 11’ -1 =s(f)s(2)...s(k). Define 
((6, w)) = Card( [ {s(l), ... . s(k)] &ja] n 
The number defined in (5.20) will turn out to be inde~e~dc~t of the 
reduced expression chosen. 
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For LED, and bij an exponent, we define 
if L(6) = e(w) 
m6, ,,’ = c C-1) F(w’)-f(W-1 Mb, IyI -(-I) L’d)-L(‘+1((8, w)), (5.21) 
IY <H” 
if fY(rt’) <e(s). 
(5.22) PROPOSITION. Let X=rc+(h) and recall the notation in (1.13), 
then m x. ,r = mc5, U1. 
Let J~\,v = r+‘O and suppose s( 1) . . . s(k) is a reduced expression of JJ. The 
following fact is a consequence of well-known properties ofthe Bruhat 
order on W. 
11’ < 1~’ o there xists a sub-expression Z( 1) . . . z(C) < s( 1) . . . s(k), 
such that C(z(i)(z(i+ l)...z(P) \i!‘))=e(z(i+ l)...z(d) MI’)+ 1, 
l<i</-1, and ~(l)...-?(L),r,‘=~t,~. (5.23) 
Now, suppose ~1 is as above and let L “,,, be the intersection c homology 
complex associated toL,,,, with weight q(“‘s)P”‘v’)}!2. If w6 M!‘, then the 
trivial sheaf L& occurs exactly once in the perverse cohomology of 
u- s(l)“’ U,;,,( LY,,.) in dimension e(6) - e( 1~). Moreover, the perverse sheaf 
[u;;,, . . US;k,]/ls)-L(n’)(L~,,) is pure of weight q(‘(6)-f(M’)~~2. (5.24) 
(To see this is so, note that we can get a sub-expression 
z(l)...~(P)~~(l)..-s(k), with properties a in (5.23). When a simple 
reflection s does not increase the length, it is in the r-invariant and the per- 
verse degree gets shifted by one when U; is applied. Since exactly 
/(iv’) -d(w) simple reflections were deleted from s( 1) . . . s(k) to get 
Z( 1) . . z(d), we obtain (using the formulas of Lusztig-Vogan [20]) that 
the trivial sheaf will occur with the desired egree and weight.) 
Next, let A = U;ir, . . U,ik), as in the previous remarks. Then the 
filtration (E,,} of (2.14) gives rise to a spectral sequence 
E;yE-,/E-,- 1) = A’+‘(E-,/E-,- 1) =-A’+‘(J(X)). 
As usual, this pectral sequence will converge at Ez, since Frobenius acts 
by different weights on different rows. We look in the E,-term at the things 
with Frobenius weight q fLCaJ Pt(‘v)i.2; thiscorresponds to the complex22 
m x ,,,‘@~Onz,.,~.C~On~,,..,@~ . ..-+ @ m x. &,.’ @, (5.25) 
I( I) 02) ((f(6) - f(w)) 
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where Z(i) = (IV’: 1%’ < IV’, 1~’ is smooth and G(Iv’) =e(t~:) -+t>~ (To see the 
validity of(5.25), note that by (5.24), the only things which can contribute 
to weight 4[f(d’p”‘v))‘2 in A(. . .) and also in the correct degree, necessarily 
have the form 
l.t?., only subquotients of the form jin6. a,,L.:..) occurrin 
E,!E,+,, r=!(6)-t(d).) 
To conclude our argument, consider ~~(6)~ = the intersection 
cohomology complex corresponding to X. with weight zero. Look at 
A(n+(5)), then ((6, w!))= the number of largest growth constituents in 
A(n+(G)) in exactly dimension t(S)--[(H.). Since AJ=JA, in A(E’(~)“) 
the trivial sheaf survives in dimension L(6) - G( us) exactly ((b, K’)) times. 
Take the Euler characteristic of the complex in (525) (which is exact 
(516)(E)) toarrive at (5.22). 
6. COMPLEX GROUPS 
For this section, we fix G, to be a compiex group. Because of th:s 
assumption, quite a bit can be said about the sets E,,,(X) and Q,,,(X). In 
particular, if X# F, then E,,,,(X) # 0. As a corollary, every infinite dimen- 
sional irreducible representation n ~9%~ has at Ieast hree mbeddings into 
principal series representations; thisis a refined version of 110, (ItO)], 
We need to institute some standard conventions. Namely, note that W is 
the Weyl group of gR and W x W is the WeyI group of g. Following [I ] or 
[24], we can (and do) assume the following setup: 
(a) D, is in one-to-one correspondence with 
CC,~O? Hi]]. Under this correspondence, i(s) =: 
particular, if X=F (resp. X= [[N,~,c]].)* then C(F)=2L(siv,j 
(resp. i( [[IVES, e]] ) = f( M:~)). Under the coherent continuation 
action of W x W on D,, we have: (LZ, E). [[I:‘~~ IV]] = 
L-11~,& d-l]]. 
Ib) b-4 is in one-to-one correspondence with W x 
coherent continuation action of W x W on 
(a, b) (Il’l, w*) = (\%-,a-‘, w2b-1). (6 ! 
Our first order of business is to parametrize the maximal exponents of 
?Tf(b)=X= [[cl,,, I~~]] (these qualities are in the sense of (6.1 )i. Let 
s,, = f (ll’(JX, WY): xE w and L(,1,,X)+e(!~x)=e(~o,)~,Y().~)l. 6 2, 
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(6.3) LEMMA. [f X= [[IV,, w] ] = 7t +(6), then S,,. = E,,,(X). In par- 
ticular, (wo, w) E E,,,(X). 
Proof. As is well known ([lo] or [ 17]), we may write 
WJ(46)) = 0 @(M,..,.Y, WY,). (6.4) 
XE w 
Moreover, if (a, b) < (,v~,u, NJX) for some x E W, then [((a, b)) < P(8); this 
follows from the fact hat the Langlands quotient n+(6) will be attached to 
a &-orbit of dimension r(6 j, while all other composition factors of ~(6) 
will be attached to orbits of strictly smaller dimension [24]. 
If (a, b) E E,,,(X), then (a, 6) corresponds toa factor of J(rr+(6)), hence 
one of the right hand side of (6.4). By the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand 
theorem [ 131, (a, b) < (N,,+,MX), for some x E W. But, by the definition of 
maximal exponent, e( (a, h)) = L(6) and as noted above 
We conclude 
/(6)=L((a, b))610(w,, w) <P(6). 
This forces (a, 6) = (w,x, wx) E S ,,,. 
Conversely, suppose (wOx, NIX) ES,,.. Then L,,V,X,.,,, must be attached to 
a composition factor of J(x +(6)) and by orbit dimension considerations 
(as above), ()z,~x, MX) E E,,,(X). Q.E.D. 
(6.5) Remark. If X# F, we will eventually show that IE,,,(X)l > 1. 
Let’s assume X# F, then X= [ [\v~, IV]] and it’ # 5~~ ;this is the crucial 
use of the assumption X# F! 
(6.6) Claim. There exists a simple s E S and a situation i W x W as 
pictured below 
To see this claim, we note that there must exist SES so that 
( M’o 3~1) 6 (ulO, NY). If not, this ays 1 x s E z(S), for all s E S, from which it 
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follows that t(s) =S xS; but this is erroneous, since this would mean 
X= F~ These remarks establish t e claim and combined with the proof of 
4 6.3 )yieid 
(6.7) COROLLARY. If Xf F, then there esists SE 5 srsch that (wa, ‘:,I. 
( X’“S. ws) E E,,,(X). 
Continue to assume the setup in (6.6). We claim there are at most two 
maximal exponents of X which dominate (rrO-f, RT)in the 
suppose the contrary. then (without loss of generality) we have 
(K~.Y, IV) c (LI, 6) and (n,,s. M)-C (a, b’), for some (a, 5), (a: 6’) EE,,,(X), 
G fh’. But. then the proof of (6.3) will show (n: 6) = (N~~Y,IL’,Y) and 
(a, ti’) = (rr,~‘, &j, some x. s’ E W. We conclude that x = 2, so b = ;5’, a 
contradiction. I  short, we have shown that (N’“, ~1) and ( ~v~.Y, VYS jare ih~ 
on/~> maximal exponents of X above (II Ok, IV), in the Bruhat order. 
Consider a reduced expression z= (11’~~ it’s)! icC, rr,s) ~’ = S( 1) s(3) .
s(k)~WxW and put ~,=~~(~x~)(~x~)=~~~sx~)(~x~~. Then the 
algorithm of Section 3 (i.e., [ 7, (2.15 )] ), the previous paragraph. and 4 3. B 3 ; 
show 
i c 
1 
x., WI)‘. II /= - 
I uE~mnrl~i,(~‘,US.“.)CU 
a((w,: WC), z, I “1) + (q $ 1) 
= - (a((wo, wo), 21, (wo, w))+a((lt.“, ll,o)3 Zl,(w. s, It:,))) 
= -2(q+ l)+(q+ l)= -(q+ 1). 
This shows (N~s, 1~) E E,,,,(X) and (by the filtration algorithm 
+(q-+ 
(2.14 :,! 
we have shown the existence of a non-trivial subquotient of J(X) with 
structure 
Liw,,s. 1~) < CLfwo, w)@ L(w,x. w.~;l < Liw~~. bi I. 
We have proved the following result, which contains (l.lO)(iii). 
(6.7 j 
(iij &f-X#F corresponds ~a [[wo, w]j (in the sense of (6.1)), then 
J(X) contains CI s&quotient having structure as bp: (6.7) ahme. dn parricz~?~, 
biv(ys. WIG E,,,,(X) # 0. 
(6.9) Remarks. (ij It is possible to write down a closed expression for 
E,,,,(X), in the spirit of (6.2) but we leave this to the reader, 
(ii) A bit more analysis shows that (K’> ran) E E,,,(X). From this. if 
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C(X) < 2L(tv, j - 1, we see that X has at least five mbeddings into principal 
series representations. The point is that J(X) will contain a subquotient of
the form A <B < A, with 
and 
B=L (‘YO, M’, 0 L(q.5, ws) 0 L,,,: H,(l) 0 L(,.s~,,,Qs~). 
This produces four maximal exponents and two next-to-maximal 
exponents. 
(iii) Typically, as a(X) decreases toward L(w,) = P( [ [HJ~, e]]), the 
cardinality of the sets of maximal and next-to-maximal exponents increases. 
In the case when X corresponds to [ [)v~, e]], we see that X is an 
irreducible fundamental series representation of G,, which is a large 
representation (i the sense of [25]); recall (3.1O)(ii). In fact, one can show 
L,,(CC% e]])= {(iz~,x,x):xEW}; 
so there are at least IWI embeddings of [[w,, e]] into principal series. 
7. EXAMPLES 
For the most part, this ection serves to orient he reader toward various 
examples which illustrate th previous results and underlying subtleties. 
The Standard Example 
Let G, = SL,R, then 8 = P’ = @ u {m ) has three Kc-orbits: {co >, {0}, 
and C x = the open orbit. The isotropy groups K, for x in one of the three 
orbits are K, K, and {I, --I}, respectively. The set D, consists of four 
elements: the constant sheaves on the orbits and a “mobius band” coming 
from a double cover of Cx. Each of these objects corresponds to a 
standard module, as follows: 
rc(~5 + )= principal series representation with F as a quotient 
(this corresponds tothe constant sheaf on C x ); 
~(6 ~ ) = irreducible principal series in&VF 
(this corresponds tothe “mobius band”); 
n( 6,) = the holomorphic discrete s ries inXSSF 
(this corresponds toa skyscraper sheaf on (0)); 
rc(6,) = the anti-holomorphic d screteseries in s$?%‘~ 
(this corresponds toa skyscraper sheaf on { co > ). 
Note that e(~?+)=e(&)= 1 and r(6,)=/(6,)=0. 
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In a similar way, lEI decomposes into two N-orbits and we identify 
with the two element set consisting of6, = the Verma module with F as z 
quotient and 6,. = the irreducible Verma module in iC>. Here, ((6,) = I and 
t(s,) = 0. 
To compute the weight filtration data of J(C; ), we set 
J(Cf ) = rrc, + b&,, 
with 0, ~~EZ[U~“, z(-‘,~] and s-6,, e-6,. From [XI; 23; 7, (Z.lI)t anti 
8: (1.15)] 
(T,S l).& =O, 
(l”,+ l).C,=jl tzo c,, 
(I-,+ l).C,=C,. 
Combining this with the above, we find that 
O=S((,T+l).S-,=(T,+~~.~(~~~ 
=(T,+ l)(nC,+hC,l 
=(a+au+b) c,. 
Conclude b = -( 1 + u)a and so 
J(C;‘_)=a{-u-‘:’ c,fi +uocsfl. + --El’:Q-c; ,j, (7.1) 
Since & is a largest growth representation, [ 15; 7, (2.10); S] show that 
a= I. The formula in (7.1) tells us that J(n+(b_. )) has a g-filtration with
semisimple subquotients L,CL, < L,. We leave it to the reader io verify 
~(~+(6~))=J(~+(b,f)=L,. 
To compute N*(n, J(X)), (4.13) easily handles the cases X= ~~(6,~) and 
X= 7c +(a,,). For x +- (b ~~ ), we have a (4.19) spectral sequence with El-term 
and differential: 
c,- ce 0 
0 c3, 0 . 
0 0 @e 
From (5.16)(C), we see that the above “differential arrow” is non-zero and 
SO 
Ho(n~,7C+(6_))=IjO(lt,J(711(6~)))=(C,0@,i 
while the higher homology groups vanish. 
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Finally, we should remark on the structure of the intertwining 
polynomials. These are only interesting  the case of n+(6 _ ) = X; we have 
d x,r= -(u+u-‘) and d,,= 1. 
The Rank One Case 
Assume G, is a connected semisimple real rank one matrix group. Then 
the filtrations of (2.14) are given in [7, Sect. 43 or [12, Chap. 81. Here, if X 
is an irreducible in 3YF, then J(X) has at most four composition factors 
and H,(n-, X) was computed in [ 121. A bit more effort leads to com- 
putation of the higher homology groups. In this etting, we have at most 
three levels in the weight filtration data and so, typically, we don’t have 
next-to-maximal exponents. In other words, smooth exponents need not 
exhaust all of zero homology. 
The Case of PSPzR 
Let G, = PSP,Iw and assume the setup as in [7, (4.12)]. Inparticular, 
using notation of these references, K- is an irreducible largest growth 
representation, which is not equal to F. Parametrize W by 
2121 
/\ 
212 121 
1x1 
b=d 
2 1 
\/ 
e 
We recall [7, (4.12)] 
We obtain a (4.19) spectral sequence with E,-term and differentials: 
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From (5.16)(ii), we see the top left differential is non-zero. To analyze the 
other differential, none of the techniques herein suffice. We claim the lower 
right differential is non-zero. If not, then XP would embed into two dif- 
ferent principal series, with the same %finitesimal data.” One can compute 
the characters ofthe principal series of the group in question and see this 
can not ever happen; we now have contradicted Frobenius reciprocity, so 
the differential is non-zero n one copy of Cr2. We find 
N,in-, K-)= @ 2111 CT3 cc 212 63 @I2 
(maximal exponent) (next-to-maximal) (non-smooth) 
This example illustrates smooth exponents, need not exhaust zero 
homology, and is a non-trivial test case for OUT conjecture that the lower 
bound lemma realizes zero homology; recall (1.15). the remarks thereafter, 
and the following remarks on intertwining polynomials. 
Finally, we describe the intertwining polynomials of K~-. We have 
d,-,212, = 1, d,-,,,,= -(zr-tu~‘) and d,-.,,=2. Also, note that 
iI,-, 12 = 1. 
Assume the setup of section 6 for G, = SP2C, then K may be identified 
with the Weyl group diagram in the preceding exa le. The reader can 
apply the algorithm to compute the data in (2.14), although this is veuj’ 
redious. For example, J( [[2121, e]]) has 96 composition factors arranged 
into nine different levels. Obviously, we won’t discuss this example here; 
this is an irreducible fundamental series large representation. Let’s consi 
J[[2121,212]])=A<B<A;with 
Look at the (4.19) spectral sequence attached to (7.2) and consider the 
portion of the E, term and differentials which are related to the com- 
putation of zero cohomology of J([[2121,212]]); one will need to use 
(4.13) to do this, but the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials in rank two are 
just the obvious one (this is proved in [19] j. We easiily find t 
is contained in H,(n-, [[2121: 21211). We claim that (7.3) is in fact all o’ 
the zero homology. To see this, we must argue that the composition factors 
in B of length less than 7 do not contribute ozero homology; equivalently, 
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we must show the appropriate differentials n the spectral sequence are all 
non-zero. To handle this, one computes the characters ofall principal series 
(not just he ones in Langlands position) and we see that none of the other 
embeddings is allowed. This example illustrates hat a composition factor 
of J(X) need not index a weight of zero homology. The reader should note 
that in the case of real rank one or PSP2R, composition factors ofJ(X) do 
index zero-homology. 
Let X= [[2121, 21233, then we have the following intertwining 
polynomials: 
d x. (0. h) = -(u + K’), (4 b) E (cm 212L (12, 121, c&2)); 
d X.,r.d, = 1, (c, 4~ ((2121, 2121, (212, 1% (212, 2121j, W,2), 
(12,212), (2, 12)); 
h-,(,3,,= 1;
h -h. A’. (2121, 212) - - 1; At, (212, 2121) - 
h -0 x. (e.f, - 7 (e,f)E {W2,12), (l&2), (l&212), C&12)}. 
Again, this example is a non-trivial test case for the conjecture (1.17). 
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Notes added in proof. 
’ See [27] for results in this direction. 
2 Assumption I implies that the maximal length irreducible components of J(X) always 
occur in the middle level (weight zero) of its weight filtration. It also implies (2.14)(iii). 
3 The proof of (1.13) occurs in Section 5 and part (ii) follows from an argument with the 
complex (5.25). 
‘That E,(X) is nonempty is well known and independent of Assumption I. 
‘This gives a recursively defined function on W which detects embeddings into principal 
series representations. Referring to (4.19), mX,,” is the multiplicity ofa Frobenius eigenvalue in 
H,,(n-, X). The number mx,*, is also the multiplicity ofan irreducible composition factor in a 
certain subquotient of the weight filtration fJ(X). 
6 From (4.19) a certain spectral sequence collapses, giving for all k a lower bound for 
~,.kdimH,(n-,X),,_,. When k=O, this is (1.15). 
‘This is proved in Section 4 as a consequence of (4.19). 
a As noted in footnote 6, the lower bounds and conjectures for higher homology involve 
sums. 
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’ Self-duai here means that Z,;Z,- , e Zm,.:Z_,_, This is just a ccmbinatorial statement 
about the polynomials d,?,,,.; see (3.9)(n). 
I” It can be seen that the b,, are all zero. 
I’ One uses 18, (4.531. 
“This is a!so a consequence of our explicit formulas in (3.7). 
l3 h”tn, f(X)),.,-, carries a Frobenius action. since it is obtained via (4.8) from a mixed 
perverse sheaf. The filtration by eigenvalues of Fr is the tii?ration resulting from the spectral 
sequence (4.19). We have HO(n,J(X))=O,+,=,E~‘. 
” It is a simple exercise to arrive at our proposed Iouer bound from (4.18) or (4.19). 
” It turns out as in (5.6) that [w, O] + = [LY, O]! for next to maximal exponents; so this 
statement amounts to [)I’! 0] < n( M-‘, X).:2. 
Ih The genera) case is similar, but also follows from tooking at the ccmplex (5.25). whicit 
has cohomology in only one degree. 
r’ Recall that u; has three cohomology groups. The formulas in (5.15) are a consequence 
of iterating the functors C.;; and can be made very explicit. 
Iy It is important that L, ,,,.. i,k,i must occur in degree zero. Assumption I as in (2.i2) !or 
footnote 2) wilt imply that it occurs with weight zero. 
I9 We assume i(-v) =/(X) - 1. hence (L,)y is pure of weight q1 ’ or 4-t’ usmg 
Assumption I. This is just (l.lO)( b) and we now apply the func’.ors C._ and the fact that the: 
must preserve weights of Frobenius. 
‘” Since L Ill, r,B,Y must vanish in the spectral sequence. 
I’ Here we use the fact that if X is irreducible then J(X) is self dual in category I”. 
” To understand this it sufftces to look at the case when X is an irreducible principai set-& 
module For .Slz(tR) and apply C!, to J(X). 
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